The performance of the vector epsilon algorithm is governed by two important mathematical theorems which are briefly reviewed in context. We note that the performance of the vector epsilon algorithm is inevitably qualitatively incorrect for sequences whose generating functions have poles near unity. This difficulty is avoided by the use of hybrid vector Pad~ approximants.
Introduction
In section 2 of this paper, we briefly describe the vector epsilon algorithm (VEA). Results which give support to the claim that VEA should be regarded as a useful and, in context, reliable method for the acceleration of vector sequences are stated. We conclude section 2 with an account of how VEA is generalized to become the functional epsilon algorithm.
In section 3, we describe a drawback to the use of VEA. We show that its performance for sequences arising near poles of their underlying generating function is not what one would naively expect or want.
In section 4, we discuss the performance of a modified version of VEA, called the hybrid VEA. Although this algorithm is not, as yet, iterative, it does behave satisfactorily near poles of the underlying generating function, and it has been found to be remarkably accurate on test examples. An example of use of the hybrid functional Pad6 approximant in the context of iterative solution of a simple integral equation is given.
The rise of the vector epsilon algorithm
The epsilon algorithm is primarily an algorithm for the acceleration of the convergence of a given sequence of numbers. It originated from the work of Shanks and Wynn. It is described by Baker [1, chap. 6 ], Baker and Graves-Morris [2, chap. 3] and Brezinski [4, chap. 3] , for example. If the given sequence is a sequence of vectors, then its convergence can similarly be accelerated using VEA [15, 16] .
In this paper we suppose that a sequence of vectors is given. The formalism works equally well for a sequence of functions regarded as elements of a vector space, and we will include this case explicitly later. For the moment, suppose that a sequence S of real d-dimensional vectors is given:
VEA is initialised with r0_~=0, j=1,2,3,..., r0q) = sj, j = 0,1,2, ....
The remainder of the vector e-table is calculated recursively by using [12, 8] , which led to the more widespread acceptance of VEA. THEOREM 2.1 Suppose that the vector sequence S of(2.1) satisfies a non-trivial recurrence relation fl~si+j= fli a, j=0,1,2, .... []
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A simplified corollary of this theorem states that if VEA is applied to a given sequence having precisely k distinct geometric components and its limiting value is (/) soo, then the entries in the column of index 2k are identical to a, i.e. E2k = a = Soo.
An excellent review of the performance of a number of algorithms on some new and some standard problems was given by Smith et al. [13] . In general terms, they concluded that the performance of VEA is comparable to, if not better than, any other single general purpose vector accelerator, bearing in mind that, for each algorithm they considered, examples of poor performance can be found. We regard the conclusions of this survey paper as the second boost for VEA.
Finally, we cite the following theorem which is based on that of Graves-Morris and Saff [11 ] . Convergence of the column of index 2k of the vector epsilon table is implicitly governed by this theorem.
be analytic in Izl < p, excepting only at the real points {xi}~=l which are the zeros
of Q(z) = I-iki=l (z -xi). Let z be a point in the annulus
is the monic denominator polynomial. Then these polynomials converge:
(2.14)
Again, a simplified version of this theorem states that the column e~ of the vector e-table converges when the given vector sequence Sn has precisely k dominant real components and some analytic background. This result is a natural sequel to McLeod's theorem.
An application of these results has been found in the acceleration of the convergence of a sequence arising from SOR iteration. Using relatively standard terminology [14] , the solution of the system Ax=b may be based on the decomposition
A--D-L-U
and the use of the iteration matrix
By using a value ofw designed to ensure that E has precisely one dominant eigenvalue and one corresponding eigenvector (see also [5] ), the column e0) of VEA has very favourably convergence properties [8] .
As the previous application indicates, most interest arising from practical application centres on the performance of VEA for cases in which d, the dimension of the vectors, is large. In fact, all the previous results have analogues in the case d = oo. This topic is called functional Pad6 approximation, and the convergence of sequences of functions may be accelerated by the use of the functional epsilon algorithm [3] . For the case off(x) e L2(a, b) NIi, we define the "inverse" The denominator polynomial q[n/~l(A) is given by the same formula (2.5), but 
The fall of the vector epsilon algorithm
In this section, we describe a drawback to the use of VEA, compared to its scalar counterpart, which does not appear to have been explicitly recognised as such hitherto. It concerns the situation when the given series is nearly divergent, or, to be more general and more precise, when the underlying generating function has a pole close to unity. In the scalar case, we would have convergence in the chordal metric, which is, at least qualitatively, satisfactory. Again, we consider standard, um CJ) ideal conditions under which the col n e~ converges, corresponding to those of theorem 2.2. Let the given initial sequence be '-0 J j---0 --{so, Sl, s2,.. 9 : si ~ Ra}. We take co := so, and form the differences cy+l:=sj+l-sj=Asj, j=0,1,2,..., and the associated generating function
as in (2.9). We suppose thatf(z) is analytic at z = 1, and that it has a nearby pole at z = 1 + r/for << 1, > 0. We suppose thatf(z) has k poles within Izl < 1, and satisfies the other conditions of theorem 2.2, or, more precisely, those of the theorem of Graves-Morris and Saff [11] . Then (2.13) implies that lim e~ =f(1) (3.3) j"* OO i.e. the column of index 2k converges. The principal point we wish to make is that the result (3.3) is true mathematically, but is misleading from a numerical point of view. The source of the difficulty is not rounding error, which is often a serious drawback to the use of the epsilon algorithm, but approximation error. Beginning with (2.14), which is well borne out numerically, we see that the zeros ofq ['/z~l (z) tend to a double zero at z = 1 + r/.
A consequence of the factorisation condition qi./ l ( x) l t./2*l ( x) l, , [6] , in this situation is that x~ll~ previously considered by Graves-Morris [7] . The series solution and its first few terms are
Using (2.17)-(2.19), we can form the functional Pad6 approximants to this series. The integral eq. (3.6) is interesting as a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind, possessing a non-degenerate kernel and an explicit solution, namely
where v = V/~. The denominator of (3.8) is analytic as a function of A and has just one simple zero at ve = 1.22290658..., i.e. Ac = 0.7477502556.
We use the sequences associated with (3.7) as our examples; each value of A provides a different example. The generating function associated with each is compared with the exact solution in each case, which is labelled A, namely the analytic solution (3.8) . We conclude that this approximation scheme is qualitatively unsatisfactory for cases when A _~ Ae, and we attribute the failure to the fact that (3.5) has unsatisfactory implications when the poles of the underlying generating function F(x, A; #) lie near/z = 1.
Hybrid vector Pad~ approximants
The drawbacks and disadvantages of VEA, as compared with its scalar counterpart, stem from the fact that the limit of the underlying denominator polynomials is a polynomial which has roots of twice the multiplicity required. Hybrid vector Pad6 approximants are defined so that the denominator polynomials have the same degree as their scalar counterparts.
The 
The associated numerator polynomial is defined as and that the sequence {t,}~= 0 corresponds directly to the sequence of hybrid vector Pad6 approximants of type [n/l] to the generating function (2.9) evaluated at z = 1 [8] . The functional form of(4.5) is 
